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ABSTRACT

With today’s rapidly shifting technology in the areas of networking, the Web, platform-independent
software, and component technology, a paradigm shift will allow us to treat our telemetry systems as
enterprise-wide solutions in the future.  These technologies will revolutionize how we support all phases
of telemetry data acquisition, processing, archiving, distribution, and display.  This paper will explain how
these changes affect systems designers, operators, and users.  Specific technical areas of discussion
include:

§ Technology adoption cycles
§ Object-oriented environments and component technologies
§ Database interconnectivity
§ Web-enabling concepts and implementations
§ Application servers
§ Database replication
§ Data warehousing
§ Embedded Web servers
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WHAT IS AN ENTERPRISE?

With e-business and e-commerce today’s watchwords, we in the test & evaluation, and specifically, the
telemetry community, need to look closely at how we can adopt new technologies to best serve our
unique needs and improve our efficiencies and bottom lines to remain cost competitive.  Innovative new
information-driven business processes like enterprise resource planning (ERP) and customer relationship
management (CRM) software are necessities in almost all commercial industries.  As fierce competition



pressures improvements in supply chain management and workflow automation, we will have to find a
way to integrate our telemetry niche into the overall corporate and government structures, or else face
the harsh reality of finding ourselves falling behind, or worse, out-sourced. We must efficiently integrate
our many different telemetry operations and processes under one enterprise umbrella to survive.

Phase Focus Name
Tabulation Faster, more accurate calculations

Automation Elimination of paper

Productivity Better tools, reduced elapsed times

Workflow Reduced handoffs & cycle times

Re-engineering Eliminated tasks, simplified &
streamlined processes, added value

E-Commerce Real-time delivery, work redistributed
to source, one-time fit

Product Development

Methods & Procedures

Operations Development

Table 1.  Technology Adoption Cycle

With the current technology adoption cycle about to take a new step, we must step back and try to
understand how this cycle has affected both our systems and practices and the inter-relationship with our
telemetry applications.  The history of business technology can be divided into six phases as seen in Table
1. 1  In the first era (Methods and Procedures), we used technology to do our jobs better, without really
trying to change the job itself. Benefits included improved accuracy and automated access to information.
In the second era (Operations Development), the focus shifted to using technology to change the way
that work was completed.  The movement was less towards improved number crunching and more
towards workflow.  The third era (Product Development) has ushered in an entirely new paradigm for the
integration of technology and is the subject of this paper. If we apply these phases to our telemetry field
as seen in Table 2, we see how the evolution of technology has affected our operations and can begin to
glimpse the future.

Phase Impact Benefit
Tabulation Improved accuracy Marginal
Automation Shared electronic records 0–5% cost reduction
Productivity Improved individual tools & processes 0–5% cost reduction

Workflow Fewer handoffs, shorter cycles 5–10% cost reduction
Re-engineering Simplified & streamlined processes 10–75% cost reduction
E-Commerce Real-time delivery, one-to-one fit 50% cost reduction + revenue

Table 2.  Telemetry Technology Adoption Cycle

Initially, computers were used to increase the accuracy of calculations for supporting such functions as
calibrations and real-time data display. Then, databases and spreadsheets allowed this improved data to
be correlated and stored.  Further software tools were developed that integrated these functions into
cohesive databases and gave rise to more sophisticated analysis tools, such as flutter processing and
SDOF (six-degree of freedom) models.  We’ve started to use these systems in a heterogeneous way and
attempted to integrate productivity software as early as the requirements stage to try to reduce both
redundant labor and processing steps.  Unfortunately, most of this effort has been geared towards fixing



specific inefficiencies and the difficulties of using multiple computer systems with different hardware and
software.  As we start to move towards the enterprise model, we will finally have made the transition
towards effective re-engineering (not to be confused with ‘downsizing’) because we will ‘engineer in’ the
technology as an adjunct to the value-added process.  This effort includes looking at telemetry with an
eye towards hard and soft business values and implementing technology to achieve maximum business
process change.

OBJECT-ORIENTED ENVIROMENTS AND COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES

The use of object-oriented and component technologies will allow for plug-and-play interconnectivity
within the telemetry applications environment.  Being able to introduce, manage, and scale components
across the entire corporate/government infrastructure while moving towards true platform independence
will create some of the greatest measurable business values for the future systems architect. Additionally,
component technology allows collaboration and cooperation amongst software development
organizations and cultures.2  When you have personnel writing software across multiple test sites, and,
possibly, even manufacturers, any technology that provides infrastructure for integrating software
components will eventually pay for itself, several orders of magnitude over.

The real question for the developer will be not whether to incorporate these technologies, but which to
use.  As they all act as glue for individual software components, the answer lies in determining the trade-
off between such issues as performance, platform independence (inter-operation), and integration with
legacy hardware and software.

Component technology is about interoperation.  One can view these degrees of interoperation according
to the layering model shown in Figure 1.

In-Memory Interoperation

Source Code Interoperation

Type Information Interoperation

Wire Interoperation

Figure 1.  Component Technology Layering Model

COM

With Microsoft dominating the PC market and the wide availability of Windows and Microsoft
applications available to the typical engineer, it is understandable why many designers have settled on the
COM model for component technology.  COM standardizes the in-memory representation of object
references based on C++ style tables.  Additionally, running COM services allows the designer to make
use of specific performance enhancements on all Microsoft platforms.  In general, using COM allows a
greater amount of processing for a specific task on an NT machine than using Java with a Java Virtual



Machine running ‘under’ NT.  The downside of this is that you are tied strictly to the Microsoft
platforms, in essence, placing all your future ‘eggs in one basket’.

A limited subset of services from the COM library is available for use on Linux and Solaris, but would
you be willing to bet that Microsoft will always support other operating systems (OSs) in the future?
Microsoft has included no Java Virtual Machine in its minimal install of Internet Explorer 5, requiring
users to download a virtual machine if they want to use one.3  Since many telemetry applications still run
on UNIX-based machines due to the sometimes severe requirement for deterministic data flow, the COM
component model might find only limited acceptance within the telemetry community.

JAVA

Java standardizes the representation of the component code and allows each virtual machine implementer
to innovate while still using common components.  This does restrict component use to the same virtual
machine, but as most future telemetry applications servers will be hosted on a variety of processors, this
true platform independence outweighs the small performance benefit generated by running COM on
Microsoft-specific platforms.  The ‘write-once, run anywhere’ concept has many positive aspects.  To be
effective, the underlying components need to be described to programmers in order to ensure proper
integration.  Unlike CORBA (Common Object Request Brokered Architecture), with its text-based
interface definition language, or COM with its type libraries, Java components adhere to a standard self-
describing class file format, so no additional type support is needed.  Java has a vast distribution of its
core code and runtime engine thanks to Web browsers and an excellent object-oriented architecture for
the needs of distributed computing.4  Also, with the advent of Linux, use of the Java model should be
better suited to the telemetry market.  Since Linux follows the basic UNIX architecture (microkernel,
shell, file system, signals, pipes, loadable modules, process management, memory management, and so
on), it has a tool base well suited to severe time-critical applications for specific portions of the enterprise
software and hardware.

XML

XML (Extensible Mark-up Language), while originally designed as an extension to HTML, can be
considered a viable technology for integrating component-based systems.  Since XML is fundamentally
about defining a minimal wire representation for data and message interchange, it is extremely simple.
XML only lays down the syntactic ground rules for forming valid XML messages.  It is also platform,
language, and vendor independent.  Adopting XML as a component integration technology does not
completely solve the interoperability problem, as it really only pushes the problem up one level of
abstraction.  It is also not a programming language, and, as such, will not allow for the highly technical,
math-intensive solutions we regularly require in the telemetry world.  However, as a method of allowing
software components to interoperate within a larger enterprise structure, consideration should be given
to some level of XML implementation.



DATABASE INTERCONNECTIVITY

One of the areas that will have a large influence on future telemetry architectures will be the use of much
larger integrated databases to store more than just information such as calibrations, formats, displays, and
processing algorithms.  Additional types of data could include raw telemetry data, such as images or bus
traffic, security codes, access logs, data format templates, time histories, and Web pages.  When we talk
about enterprises and enterprise data, we really mean a much higher level of interconnectivity between
users and their information.  With these larger databases come new requirements for more transparent
interconnectivity.  Cross-enterprise data exchange involves crossing boundaries, such as physical, logical,
and processing boundaries.  Current practice in the telemetry world deals with little more than adhering
to simple RDB database calls or using the Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) as an
exchange medium.  Today’s current Web-based delivery standard is HTML (HyperText Mark-up
Language), which allows you to describe the way the data looks.  This is being supplanted for many
applications by XML due to XML’s ability to say what the data means.  The data is ‘smart’ and contains
information about itself, so that it can be properly delivered and appropriately used by specific
applications and end-user tools.

All major relational database vendors now support the use of Java for stored procedures.  This allows the
use of robust business logic in the database server.  The trend towards using standard object
technologies, such as Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) or CORBA, allows the systems designer to replace
proprietary application programming interfaces (APIs).  For telemetry applications, the use of just a
database server and a Web browser will most likely be inadequate.  We will require application-specific
servers that are designed for enterprise solutions and component technologies to allow for the smaller,
specific developments that each new test program requires.  Since the databases will not just be targeted
at one specific purpose, the application logic will be better served elsewhere.

Tools such as On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) can only be available within this new enterprise
model.  Using OLAP servers will provide such functions as:

§ Calculations and modeling applied across dimensions, through hierarchies, and/or across members

§ Trend analysis over sequential time periods

OLAP implementation requires multi-user client/server architectures to offer the consistently rapid
response that real productivity improvements require.  When a user is consuming substantial amounts of
computing power – for example, as in an analytical reporting application – it makes sense to isolate to
required resources.  That way, you can apply more hardware or bandwidth to just the analysis problem at
hand.

Another database issue that we have to address is our existing ‘stovepipe’ or legacy database
architectures.  These systems were not designed for today’s business realities or technologies (like Java,
DCOM, or XML, for instance) and lack the built-in flexibility to accommodate as yet unimagined future
telemetry applications and requirements.



WEB ENABLING

Enterprise management tools have always been powerful, but they haven’t always been easy to access.
To address this concern, commercial developers are giving Web browser interfaces complete access to all
management features and are incorporating push technology into their products.5 Web enabling will play
a large role in fully exploiting the power of an enterprise telemetry management system (ETMS).  It will
allow a reduction in vendor-specific hardware/software and we will be able to see the real reduction on
the travel of personnel.  To accomplish this, several issues need to be covered.

Messaging Technologies – Synchronous and asynchronous messaging systems are a core technology used
in many high-reliability business systems, such as three-tier transaction systems for banking and e-
commerce. The importance of reliable functionality and timely performance will be critical to reduce
having to send personnel to each test facility to support missions and also to provide a structure for the
necessary security functionality of today’s cutting-edge test programs.

Security – Implementations for security will drive certain architectural decisions when designing an
enterprise system for use in the telemetry world.  In the same way that transactional integrity is a
requirement for conducting e-commerce, such as e-banking and order-placing, security schemes need to
be a forethought as opposed to an afterthought.  Using an open group or standard recommendations like
the Common Data Security Architecture (CDSA), which is a set of common cryptographic and public
key infrastructure (PKI) applications programming interfaces (APIs), will help ensure better security
interoperability during the implementation of the system.6  The real issue is making sure that common
standards that leverage commercial e-commerce technologies are designed in, allowing both robust
security features with strong industry support and a technology upgrade path.

APPLICATION SERVERS

Another area to be considered is the integration of a telemetry-specific application server to functionally
act as the enterprise platform for test planning, conduct, and analysis of all information necessary for an
efficient architectural solution.  There are a variety of reasons supporting the use of an applications
server.  These include managing database and user connections, controlling various transactions,
balancing network loads, and distributing the processing.  Application servers are designed to meet the
needs of the client/server/enterprise environment.  Typically, they sit between the database servers and
the client programs.  Among other things, they aggregate, store, control, and distribute data and
applications programming.  In essence, they offer tiered or partitioned applications, or applications
divided into segments running in different processes or locations.  Since an ETMS would seek to enhance
database connectivity, state management, and attempt to process Web transactions, it would, by
definition, have an applications server.  Something to note is that there are no standards for applications
servers.  There are too many ways to do the same thing.

Another major reason for having an application server is to manage connection pooling.  Since the most
common source of performance problems with database access between application tiers is poor
connection management, a reduction in the amount of applications that create and destroy connections
has a direct impact on performance.  With a single application server, components request access to an
already established connection through the server.



To attempt to describe the functionality of a telemetry applications server, please refer to the T-Server
portion of the Vista/Telecast™ ETMS shown in Figure 2.  As you can see, the T-Server™ provides a
variety of interfaces for both database access, data access, and program or application access.  Interfaces
include processing engines for engineering units conversion, derived parameter calculations, servicing
data requests, generating calibrations, generating PCM formats, and generating information for setting up
specific ground station processing equipment or TMATS files, as well as translation engines for working
with complex avionics interface control documents (ICDs).  These central functions are written in Java to
facilitate the ability of the T/Server™ to be platform independent.  They are surrounded by a variety of
environments and interfaces (also written in Java) to allow secure access from both users and
processes/threads to the various data and engines.

Access to the database is through a JDBC/EJB interface that provides support for component and object
model technologies.  Users are supplied with all information and functionality through Web-based control
and setup.  The common theme is that there is one set of archived data, one set of common applications,
and one set of database information — in essence, a single enterprise.

Figure 2.  Enterprise Telemetry Management System
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DATABASE REPLICATION

If we are to treat the database for our telemetry system as they do in the commercial e-commerce or
banking worlds, we need to make use of replication techniques.  One of the greatest savings for the T&E
community will come from the elimination of multiple databases for multiple functions stretched across
large geographical areas, with the entire associated overhead in personnel and equipment (see Figure 3).
The object would be to have one database with multiple copies that manages its own performance,
availability, and integrity through a managed conflict resolution and detection scheme.

Replication methodologies are generally broken down into two fundamental categories.  The first is
synchronous.  This method offers immediate updates throughout the copies, but does so at a cost in
availability and performance.  The second method is asynchronous and usually offers a slower update rate
(to the other copies), but allows local processing to continue after network failures and then guarantees
future data propagation after restoration of the network is complete.  This would be mandatory for any
flight test program that cannot afford to stop work just because the network is down between sites.
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Figure 3.  Multiple Site Enterprise Model



Another issue to consider is data ownership.  Two typical methods are used.  The first is a master-slave
method, such as data dissemination (data is updated in a central location and replicated to read-only
sites), data consolidation (data is updated remotely and sent to read-only master sites), and workload
partitioning (data is uploaded at the partition level).  The second, and preferred method for an ETMS-
type system would be a peer-to-peer methodology.  This method offers real-time updates to multiple sites
and takes care of all conflict detection and resolution.  When using a peer-to-peer method, the change
capture mechanism can be either trigger-based (process occurs simultaneously with user transaction and,
therefore, impacts transaction performance) or log-based (in which the data modification initiates changes
to transaction logs).  Looking at Figure 4, we can see the flow of the transaction through the logs.
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Figure 4.  Database Interconnectivity Model



DATA WAREHOUSING

With the size of the worldwide business intelligence and data warehousing market approaching $25-30
billion a year7, the ability to leverage such a strong and growing market should be easy.  Again, what is
limiting this effort is the lack of an overall enterprise strategy at most telemetry processing centers.  With
random access storage costs continuing to decrease, using a data warehouse for all archival needs is
becoming much more cost competitive with the current method of storing data to tape.  Storage capacity
can be procured incrementally as requirements increase over time.  As long as current standards are
adhered to and enterprise techniques and methods dictate the interfaces, technology insertion and growth
should be easily scoped and managed.

EMBEDDED WEB SERVERS

As the future of consumer electronics continues to move towards a network-centric world, products
without the ability to access the World Wide Web will begin to find themselves without buyers.  The
movement is clear for cell phones, personal digital assistants, refrigerators, video cameras, and digital
video disk players.  Developers will slowly see the need to allow all of their products to contain an
embedded Web server so that access can be had by anybody with a Web browser.  Soon, all bit syncs,
decoms, and receivers will have the ability to be controlled by anyone with a browser.  Ensuring that
Web-enabled technologies are an integral part of your enterprise telemetry management system will allow
you to make full use of this new and exciting technology development.

CONCLUSION

The eventual management of all telemetry data, databases, processing resources, and network
management for conducting flight and laboratory testing will soon come under the umbrella of a telemetry
enterprise management system.  This evolutionary step in the technology adoption cycle will occur, and
how we respond to it will dictate our ability to remain competitive in an ever increasingly complex world
of judging value by measuring efficiency.  Use of object-oriented technologies, advanced database
interconnectivity, and Web-enabled concepts will dictate the basic architectural design of telemetry
systems over the next decade.
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